
ACTIVITY REPORT 

 

1. Title of Activity:   A Seminar on HVAC Systems in commercial areas  

                               by  Eng. Sandip Hukkeri.   

 

2. Date & venue:   Date :  07-01-2019 

                            Venue : Kalaprabodhini’s institute of interior Design 

 

3. Outcomes  of activity: 

- To interact with specialized services consultants  

- To Understand role of advanced services while interior designing   .  

- New technologies in market . 

- To understand the importance of HVAC layout in hi profile residential bungalows, 

flats as well as commercial spaces. 

- To know the basic principles while designing in residential areas. 

- He shows how to work out the site drawings.  

- How to handle the problems on site. 

 

4. Description of activity: 

- To understand HVAC System, for students  in  servises subject ,our college organized 

A one day  Seminar on HVAC Systems in commercial areas by Eng. Shridhar 

.Sanglikar  on the date of 24 Feb 2015 

- The seminar was started with welcome & felicitation of Eng. Shridhar .Sanglikar        

, Pune.by Principle . Ar.Girija Kulkarni  

- Then Our guest speaker started their A.V. presentation on respected subject. 

-  First they explain the importance and necessity of HVAC in residential areas. 

- After that they calculative thumb rules for HVAC Design. And types of AC.   

- They explain different ways of planning and planning considerations in HVAC with 

some case studies.   

- Their slides also explain different layout in Auto CAD drawings of HVAC services 

with details. 

- Then there is question an answer session is done.  

-  Students had actively participated in this session. 

- The seminar was concluded with vote of thanks both by the expert and students. 

 



5. Activity Experience: 

a. Outcome wise description of observations/explanations 

- HVAC is a very specialized job because of some simulation is important for such 

special kind of services. 

-  Guest speaker also had some samples with them, so student can handle and saw the 

detail part . 

-  Now concepts are made clear about HVAC services with their along with design 

problems 

 

b. The concept/principles/procedures learn as the result of activity 

- Students are now aware about different services and which are different services 

experts are present in market. 

- They understand the role of designer and have to handle such different consultant 

during designing and during execution of a restaurant project. 

 

6. Assessment of activity outcomes: 

- Students interact with expert and share their design and discuss the solution realated 

to HVAC design. 

- They now understand how new technology can affect their design solutions . 

- Now students understand what are detailing and what are consideration should be 

taken while making an interior of commercial project. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Eng. Sandip Hukkeri.  While explaining layout of HVAC on PPT 

 

 

 

 

 



 


